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SMART PEDICLE TOOL

FIELD

The present application relates to devices and methods for navigating through

bone to determine the optical characteristics of the bone.

BACKGROUND

Various devices are inserted into the body during a variety of surgical

procedures. Often, these devices must be inserted into a specific type of tissue, such as

bone, and into a specific location within the tissue in order to achieve a desire result.

For example, often a certain type of bone is more desirable for implantation for a

number of reasons, such as the strength and location of that type of bone. It is also

important for a surgeon to be able to detect a bone breach during implantation of a

device into bone.

Specific to spinal surgery, screws are mounted in the vertebral bodies using the

pedicles. The pedicles are columns of cancellous bone surrounded by a cortical shell.

Placement of a spinal pedicle screw with a trajectory that is not aligned with the major

axis of the pedicle or is placed too close to the cortical shell can result in breach of the

pedicle and potential exposure, irritation, or damage to the local neural ganglia that exit

through the foraminal openings defined between superior and inferior pedicles. Also,

insertion of a screw that is significantly larger than the prepared hole is liable to fracture

or split the pedicle, thus exposing the nerve ganglia to potential mechanical or chemical

irritation and trauma. Screw mis-placement rates in modern spinal surgery range from 0

to 40% of all screws placed with placement of thoracic screws having the highest

potential for complications.

Currently techniques include the use of fluoroscopic imaging to visualize

placement of components into bone. While useful, this technique has several

shortcomings, including poor visualization of complex bone anatomies and geometric

relationships between different types of bone, such as the complexities of the spinal

column. Evoked muscular electromyograms are also used, which electrically stimulate

the device implanted into bone to cause the nerves within the breached bone to be

stimulated and thereby result in a muscular response. Problems with this technique



include the fact that small bone breaches usually go undetected, and can fail to stimulate

nerves that have been exposed or compressed during the procedure.

Accordingly, there remains a need for improved methods and devices for local

surgical navigation in bone, and in particular, there remains a need for methods and

devices for determining the composition of bone to be used for the implantation of

devices into bone.

SUMMARY

Various methods and devices for navigation of bone using local tissue

spectroscopy are provided. In one embodiment, a bone navigation device is provided

and includes a bone penetrating device adapted to penetrate bone and having at least one

optical waveguide extending therethrough and configured to emit light in the visible to

near infrared range. The optical waveguide is configured to illuminate bone and to

receive reflected light from the bone to determine the optical characteristics of the bone.

At least one window can be formed in the bone penetrating device and adapted to allow

light from the at least one optical waveguide to illuminate the bone. In one exemplary

embodiment, the device can include first and second optical waveguides. The first

optical waveguide can be configured to illuminate bone and the second optical

waveguide can be configured to receive light reflected from the illuminated bone.

Alternatively, a single waveguide can be used to both illuminate bone and receive light.

In one embodiment, the optical waveguide can be an optical fiber.

The bone navigation device can also include additional features adapted to

facilitate navigation through bone. In one embodiment, the bone navigation device can

include a processor coupled to the optical waveguide(s) and configured to collect data

from the optical waveguide(s) for determining the optical characteristics of bone from

which the light is reflected. The bone navigation device can further include a signaling

mechanism disposed on the bone penetrating device and configured to provide distinct

signals based on the determined optical characteristics of the bone.

The bone penetrating device can be in the form of a variety of devices adapted to

penetrating bone. For example, the bone penetrating device can be a bone tap, drill, or

awl, an implant, such as a bone screw, a bone vibratome blade, a surgical probe, a

cannula, or various other tools and implants that are inserted into bone. A person skilled



in the art will appreciate that this list is merely exemplary and that a variety of other

devices can be used to form the bone penetrating device.

Methods for navigating bone are also provided, and in one embodiment the

method can include driving a bone penetrating device into bone, illuminating tissue

surrounding the bone penetrating device with light from at least one optical waveguide

extending through the bone penetrating device, detecting light reflected back from the

tissue to determine the optical characteristics of the tissue, and navigating through the

bone based on the optical characteristics of the tissue. Determining the optical

characteristics of the tissue can include comparing the wavelength of light reflected back

from the tissue with known values indicating tissue composition. For example,

determining the composition of the tissue can include determining whether the tissue is

cortical bone, bone marrow, trabecular bone, soft tissue, neural tissue, or non-bone

tissue.

The bone penetrating device can be moved to a variety of locations surrounding

the bone to determine the optical characteristics at these locations. For example, the

method can include repositioning the bone penetrating device axially to determine the

composition of tissue, such as bone, at a plurality of depths, and/or repositioning the

bone penetrating device radially to determine the composition of tissue at a plurality of

locations axially surrounding the bone penetrating device. In one exemplary

embodiment, a signal can be generated that indicates a portion of the bone into which

the component can be implanted, and/or a warning signal can indicate a portion of the

bone into which the component cannot be implanted. This can be accomplished in a

variety of ways. For example, the bone penetrating device can include an LED that can

be illuminated to deliver the signal. In one embodiment, once the optical characteristics

of the tissue are determined, the method can also include implanting a component into

the bone based on the determined optical characteristics of the tissue at a desired

location.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention will be more fully understood from the following detailed

description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:
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FIG. IA is a perspective view of one embodiment of a bone navigation device

having a bone penetrating device in the form of a cannulated bone screw and driver;

FIG. IB is an enlarged perspective view of a distal end of the bone penetrating

device of FIG. IA, showing windows formed in threads of the bone penetrating device

to allow light from an optical waveguide to illuminate tissue and to allow reflected light

from the tissue through the window to be used to determine the optical characteristics of

the tissue;

FIG. 1C is an enlarged perspective view of a thread of the bone penetrating

device of FIG. IB, showing the windows in more detail;

FIG. ID is a side view of the bone penetrating device of FIGS. IA-C, showing

the optical fiber inserted through the bone screw;

FIG. IE is a side view of a distal end of the bone screw of FIG. ID, showing the

window in more detail;

FIG. 2A is a perspective view of another embodiment of a bone navigation

device having a bone penetrating device in the form of a cannulated awl;

FIG. 2B is an enlarged perspective view of a distal end of the bone penetrating

device of FIG. 2A, showing windows formed in the bone penetrating device to allow

light from an optical waveguide to illuminate tissue and to allow reflected light from the

tissue through the window to be used to determine the optical characteristics of the

tissue;

FIG. 3A is a perspective view of another embodiment of a bone navigation

device having a bone penetrating device in the form of a cannulated bone tap;



FIG. 3B is an enlarged perspective view of a distal end of the bone penetrating

device of FIG. 3A, showing windows formed in a tip of the bone penetrating device to

allow light from an optical waveguide to illuminate tissue and to allow reflected light

from the tissue through the window to be used to determine the optical characteristics of

the tissue;

FIG. 3C is an enlarged perspective view of the tip of the bone penetrating device

of FIG. 3B, showing the windows in more detail;

FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a method for navigating bone;

FIG. 5 is a graph showing the spectral characteristics of various types of tissue;

FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional view of a bone navigation device inserted into bone;

and

FIG. 7 is a cross-sectional view of a pedicle of a vertebra indicating the various

types of bone contained therein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Certain exemplary embodiments will now be described to provide an overall

understanding of the principles of the structure, function, manufacture, and use of the

devices and methods disclosed herein. One or more examples of these embodiments are

illustrated in the accompanying drawings. Those skilled in the art will understand that

the devices and methods specifically described herein and illustrated in the

accompanying drawings are non-limiting exemplary embodiments and that the scope of

the present invention is defined solely by the claims. The features illustrated or

described in connection with one exemplary embodiment may be combined with the

features of other embodiments. Such modifications and variations are intended to be

included within the scope of the present invention.



Various exemplary methods and devices are provided for navigating through

bone based on characteristics of reflected light received therefrom. In general, a bone

navigation device is provided that is configured to illuminate tissue, including bone,

surrounding the device using at least one optical waveguide extending through a bone

penetrating member. The optical waveguide(s) is also adapted to receive reflected light

from the tissue surrounding the device. The optical characteristics of the reflected light

can be measured and compared to the known spectral characteristics of the delivered

light to determine its composition. Different tissues have different absorption

characteristics. For example, bone reflects most wavelengths of light whereas marrow

reflects mostly red wavelengths. The differences in absorption spectra between bone

types, as well as other types of tissue, can be used to discriminate one bone from

another, as well as from other types of tissue. Accordingly, once the optical

characteristics of the bone has been determined, this information can be used for

placement of components into the bone in appropriate locations, or for various other

purposes.

FIGS. 1A-3C illustrate various exemplary embodiments of a device for

navigating bone. FIGS. IA-E illustrate one exemplary embodiment of a bone navigation

system 10 that generally includes a bone navigation device 11 having a bone penetrating

member 12 extending from a handle 14 and having a tip adapted to penetrate bone. At

least one optical waveguide 18 can extend through the bone penetrating member 12 to

the tip and can be adapted to illuminate tissue through a window 20 formed in the tip,

and to collect light reflected from the illuminated tissue. A person skilled in the art will

appreciate that the optical waveguide can have a variety of forms, including an optical

fiber or any optical conduit. The bone navigation system 10 can also include an optical

spectroscope and computer for analyzing the reflected light and determining the optical

characteristics of the illuminated tissue.

The bone navigation device 11 can have a variety of configurations, but in the

illustrated embodiment, it includes a handle 14 formed on or coupled to a proximal end

12p of the bone penetrating member 12. The handle 14 can have any shape and size but

it is preferably adapted to facilitate grasping and manipulation of the device 10. The

handle 14 can also be sized and shaped to contain electronic components for a

spectroscopy system or an adaptor to attach the device 11 to a spectroscopy system. As



shown in FIG. IA, the handle 14 has a generally spherical configuration. A person

skilled in the art will appreciate that any handle 14 can be fixedly or removably coupled

to the bone penetrating member 12, integrally formed with the bone penetrating member

12, or that the bone navigation device 10 can be used without a driver and/or handle 14.

The bone penetrating member 12 can also have a variety of configurations, and it

can be flexible or rigid depending on the intended use. In one exemplary embodiment,

the bone penetrating member 12 is in the form of a bone implant and a driver for

implantation of the bone implant. In the illustrated embodiment, the bone penetrating

member 12 is in the form of a cannulated bone screw 12b and a driver 12a. A person

skilled in the art will appreciate that the bone implant can have a variety of forms,

including bone fasteners, anchors, and various non-threaded members such as a post.

The bone screw 12b is removably coupled to a distal end of the driver 12a, which is

adapted to drive the bone screw 12b into bone. The driver 12a can be removably

coupled to the bone screw 12b using various mating techniques. For example, the driver

12a can positively engage the bone screw 12b, or the driver 12a can apply a force to the

bone screw 12b to drive it into bone. A person skilled in the art will appreciate that the

driver 12a can couple to the bone screw 12b in any way that allows the driver 12a to

drive the bone screw 12b into bone. The bone penetrating member 12 preferably has a

length that allows a distal end 12d of the bone penetrating member 12 to be positioned

adjacent to a bone to be imaged, while a proximal end 12p of the bone penetrating

member 12 remains external to the body. This length allows the bone penetrating

member 12 to extend from the tissue surface to the imaging site, e.g., within the bone,

such as the pedicle of a vertebrae. A person skilled in the art will appreciate that the

bone penetrating member 12 can be made from a variety of biocompatible materials that

have properties sufficient to enable the bone penetrating member 12 to be inserted into

the body.

As indicated above, the bone penetrating member 12 can also include a window

20 formed therein that can be configured to allow light from the optical waveguide 18 to

pass through the window to illuminate the bone and to allow the reflected light from the

bone to pass through the window and back to the optical waveguide 18. The particular

location and size of the window 20 can vary depending on the type of tip 16 of the bone

penetrating member 12 and the type of tissue being illuminated. In other words, the



window 20 can placed at any location on the bone penetrating member 12 in order to

illuminate tissue at various insertion depths. In one exemplary embodiment, the window

20 can be located in the bone penetrating member 12 at its widest part. In addition, there

can be any number of windows 20 formed in the bone penetrating member 12 to

accommodate any number of optical waveguide 18, or to allow imaging at more than

one location on the bone. For example, multiple windows spaced a distance apart along

the length can be used to indicate the bone type at different depths. The window 20 can

also be in any form that allows the emitted light from the optical fiber 18 to pass through

to the bone and the reflected light from the bone to pass through back to the optical

waveguide 18. For example, the window 20 can be in the form of an opening extending

through the bone penetrating member 12, or the window 20 can have a film or lens

disposed over an opening. In the embodiment shown in FIGS. IA-E, the window 20 is

formed in the bone screw 12b that is adapted to be implanted into bone. The window 20

that allows the light from the optical waveguide(s) 18 to illuminate the surrounding

tissue can be formed in a variety of locations along the length of the bone screw 12b, but

in the illustrated embodiment, two windows 20a, 20b are formed between the threads of

the bone screw 12b, as shown in more detail in FIGS. IB-C. The light emitted from the

distal end of the optical waveguide 18 can be angled to allow the emitted light to

illuminate the area surrounding the window 20. This can be achieved in a variety of

ways. For example, as shown in FIG. IE, the distal end of the optical waveguide 18 can

be angled to allow the light to pass through the window 20. A person skilled in the art

will appreciate that this can be achieved using a variety of other techniques, such as a

prism or angled mirror positioned within the bone penetrating member 12 at a location

adjacent the distal end of the optical waveguide 18 and the window 20 to angle the light

emitted from the optical waveguide 18 through the window 20. A person skilled in the

art will appreciate that the windows 20a, 20b can be formed anywhere along the length

of the bone screw, including on the threads. A person skilled in the art will appreciate

that the window(s) can have various configurations and can be at a variety of locations

on the tip or the bone penetrating member 12.

Additionally, the addition of a so-called "cosine corrector" can be added to the

receiving fiber and/or the window. The purpose of a cosine corrector is to gather light

traveling at angles typically outside the numerical aperture of the optical waveguide 18.



In this way, the optical waveguide 18 is able to collect more light from the tissue for

subsequent analysis.

In order to deliver light through the window to illuminate bone, the optical

waveguide 18 extends through the optical channel formed in the bone penetrating

member 12 and the tip 16 to the window 20 formed in the tip 16 and it is adapted to

transmit energy from a light source at a proximal end 18p of the optical waveguide 18.

The optical waveguide 18 can be fixed or removable from the optical channel and the tip

16 depending on the intended use. In the embodiment shown in FIGS. IA-E, the optical

waveguide 18 can be removably inserted through an optical channel 13 formed through

the bone screw 12b to allow the optical waveguide 18 to illuminate the bone surrounding

the bone screw, and then to be removed from the bone screw 12b when the bone screw

12b is implanted into bone. For example, after the bone screw 12b is implanted into

bone, the optical waveguide 18 can be removed from the bone screw 12b and the driver

12a by pulling on the optical waveguide 18 and causing the optical waveguide 18 to

slide through the optical channel 13 and out the proximal end 12p of the bone

penetrating device 12. In use, the energy is delivered along the length of the optical

waveguide 18 to a distal end of the optical waveguide 18 positioned at the window 20

formed in the tip 16. The light is emitted from the distal end 18d of the optical

waveguide 18 and delivered to illuminate tissue in the immediate vicinity of the window

20. An optical waveguide is used to conduct photonic energy into the tissue of interest.

Although various types of optical waveguides can be used, in an exemplary

embodiment, the optical waveguide 18 is a solid-core optical fiber with cladding that

conducts light using near complete internal reflectance. Alternative embodiments could

involve direct tissue illumination by a light source and measurement of the reflected or

transmitted light by a local charge-coupled device tuned to the appropriate wavelengths

of light. The location of the light source and/or light detection device within the bone

penetrating device can be problematic due to size and safety constraints. The optical

waveguide 18 can be flexible or rigid depending on its intended use, and the optical

waveguide 18 can be positioned within an optical channel extending through the entire

length of the bone penetrating member 12 to the distal end 12d. The optical waveguide

18 can be formed from a variety of materials, including glass, quartz, polymeric

materials, or any other materials which can conduct light energy. By way of non-



limiting example, one suitable optical waveguide 18 is an optical fiber manufactured by

Corning Incorporated (Corning, NY) or Precision Optics Incorporated (Gardner, MA).

In addition, any number of optical waveguide 18 can be used to illuminate the tissue and

gather the reflected light from the tissue that has been illuminated. For example, in an

exemplary embodiment, the bone navigation device can utilize first and second optical

waveguides. The first optical waveguide can be positioned at a first window and used to

carry the light from a light source to the tissue and illuminate the tissue, and the second

optical waveguide can be positioned at a second window and used to gather the light

reflected from the illuminate tissue. A person skilled in the art will appreciate that this

configuration of optical waveguides and windows is merely exemplary and any

configuration of optical waveguides and windows can be used. For example, each of the

first and second optical waveguides can be used to both transmit and collect reflected

light from each window. In an exemplary embodiment, the optical waveguides have a

proximal end 18p adapted to couple to a light source, as will be discussed in more detail

below, and a distal end 18d adapted to illuminate tissue and/or gather reflected light

from the illuminated tissue. In use, the optical waveguide 18 can conduct light energy in

the form of ultraviolet light, visible light, near infrared, infrared radiation, or coherent

light, e.g., laser light. In addition, the optical waveguide 18 can also optionally function

as an imaging device, such as a camera, to provide a visual image of the bone and

surrounding tissue through which the bone penetrating member 12 is being passed.

In order to determine the optical characteristics of the tissue which has been

illuminated by the optical waveguide, the bone navigation system 10 can also include a

processor 22 adapted to collect and process data from the optical waveguide 18 for

determining the optical characteristics of tissue from which the light is reflected. For

example, the processor 22 can compare the reflected light from the illuminated tissue to

known optical characteristics of different types of tissue to determine the type of tissue

positioned in the immediate vicinity of the window 20. The processor 22 can be any

standard component know in the art. In an exemplary embodiment, the processor

includes a computer to compare the predetermined wavelengths of different types of

tissue to the wavelength of the light reflected from the illuminated tissue and determine

the type of tissue that was illuminated. A display screen can be used for displaying

various types of information, including spectral characteristics of the reflected light or
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the determination of the type of tissue. One or more control devices in the form of, for

example, buttons or knobs disposed on the processor, can be used to activate the light

source to order to transmit light along the optical waveguide 18 in order to illuminate the

tissue.

The bone navigation system 10 can also optionally include a signaling

mechanism 24 that is adapted to provide a signal that indicates when the window 20 is

positioned adjacent to a certain type of tissue. The signaling mechanism 24 can have a

variety of configurations. For example, the signaling mechanism 24 can be an LED or

other light source disposed on the handle 14, or an audible mechanism that indicates to a

user when the window 20 is positioned adjacent to a particular type of tissue. For

example, the LED can light up when an appropriate bone type is located, or it can

remain lit until the bone penetrating device is no longer positioned adjacent to a

particular bone type. For example, the signaling mechanism 24 can be used to indicate a

type of bone that is needed for implantation of various implants. In another exemplary

embodiment, the signaling mechanism 24 can include multiple indicators, such as

multiple LEDs, for each type of tissue. For example, each LED could be of a different

color to indicate the different tissue types. The signaling mechanism 24 can also be

positioned at any location on the bone penetrating device 12 as long as the signaling

mechanism 24 can be communicated to the user when the distal end of the bone

penetrating device 12 is inserted into the body. For example, an LED can be positioned

on a proximal portion of the bone penetrating device 12 to allow the LED to be seen by

the user when the device is inserted into the body. A person skilled in the art will

appreciate that any mechanism can be used to indicate when certain bone types are

located. For example, the signaling mechanism 24 can include a light, a sound, a

vibration, or any combination of these or other mechanisms. A person skilled in the art

will also appreciate that the signaling mechanism 24 does not have to be located on the

bone penetrating device at all, but rather can be a component of the processor 22 or a

separate mechanism that is adapted to provide a signal the user.

As indicated above, various bone penetrating members can be used with a bone

navigation device to determine the optical characteristics of tissue, thus facilitating

navigation through bone. FIGS. 2A-B illustrate another exemplary embodiment of a

bone navigation system 200 that is similar to the one shown in FIGS. IA-E except that



the bone penetrating member 212 is in the form of an awl that is adapted to form a bone

tunnel in bone. The bone penetrating member 212 is in the form of a generally elongate

shaft having a distal tip 216 formed on a distal end 212d and adapted to start and form a

hole in bone. The tip 2 16 can have a variety of configurations. For example, the tip 216

can have one or more beveled surfaces adapted to facilitate the formation of the hole into

bone. The bone penetrating member 211 can also include an optical channel (not

shown) formed therein and adapted to house the optical waveguide(s) 218 which extend

therethrough. In this embodiment, the bone penetrating member 212 includes first and

second windows 220 that are located in the tip 216 on one of the beveled surfaces of the

tip 216. As a result, the windows 220 are oriented at an angle relative to the axis of the

bone penetrating member 212 so as to allow the optical waveguide(s) 218 access to the

bone.

FIGS. 3A-C illustrate yet another exemplary embodiment of a bone navigation

system 300 that is similar to the one shown in FIGS. IA-E except that the bone

penetrating device 312 is in the form of a cannulated bone tap. In this embodiment, the

bone tap includes an enlarged threaded head formed at a distal end of the bone

penetrating device 312 that is adapted to form a threaded hole in bone. The windows

320a, 320b to allow the light from the optical waveguide(s) 318 to illuminate the

surrounding tissue can be formed in a variety of locations along the length of the bone

tap, but in the illustrated embodiment the windows 320a, 320b are formed in a distal-

most end of the bone tap, as shown in more detail in FIGS. 3B-C. As the windows 320a,

320b are formed at the distal-most end of the tap, the composition of the layers of tissue

can be determined as the tap penetrates the bone and the threaded bone hole is formed.

This can allow the threaded bone hole to be formed having a desired depth and into a

desired bone type. In one exemplary embodiment, the optical waveguide(s) 318 will

illuminate and interrogate the surrounding tissue for each rotation of the bone

penetrating device 312. For each turn of the bone tap, a helix of the area in the

immediate vicinity of the windows 320a, 320b will be illuminated, so as the bone tap is

rotated and penetrated into the bone, the tissue type can be determined, i.e., if the area in

the vicinity of the windows is marrow, soft tissue, or pedicular or cortical bone.



A person skilled in the art will appreciate that the bone penetrating devices

shown in FIGS. 1A-3C are merely exemplary and that the bone penetrating device can

be any device that is adapted to be inserted into bone. For example, the bone penetrating

device can be a bone tap, drill, awl, any implant, a bone vibratome blade, a surgical

probe, a cannula, etc. Moreover, a person skilled in the art will appreciate that any of

the features described above with respect to one embodiment can be used with any of the

embodiments of the invention.

In use, the various bone navigation systems can be inserted through tissue, or

through an access port disposed in tissue, so that the handle 14 can extend from the

tissue or port on the outside, and the distal end of the bone navigation systems, i.e., the

tip of the bone penetrating member, can be positioned within a bone to be imaged. The

bone navigation device can be positioned such that the window(s) will allow the optical

waveguide(s) to illuminate the surrounding tissue, as indicated in step 400 of FIG. 4. In

one exemplary embodiment, the bone penetrating member, and thus the window can be

moved relative to the target bone in a variety of directions to allow an area of tissue to

be scanned to obtain the optical characteristics of the tissue. This can be used, for

example, to determine an appropriate location to insert an implant, such as a pedicle

screw, into the bone. For example, the bone penetrating member can be rotated axially

and/or moved longitudinally along its axis relative to the target bone in order to

determine the optical characteristics of the tissue at various locations around and along

the depth of the bone hole. After the reflected light is analyzed by the processor, as will

be discussed in more detail below, the optical characteristics of the tissue can be used for

various purposes, such as to determine the placement of an implant to be implanted into

the bone.

To obtain the information used to determine the optical characteristics, the

optical waveguides must be activated to illuminate the target tissue, as indicated in step

402 of FIG. 4. For example, the light travels along the optical fiber through the core of

the fiber by constantly reflecting off the cladding of the fiber from the proximal end to

the distal end of the optical fiber. As indicated above, the distal end of the optical

waveguide is positioned adjacent the window to allow the light from the optical

waveguide to illuminate the target bone as well as surrounding tissue, as indicated in

step 404 of FIG. 4. The light that is reflected back from the illuminate tissue is collected



by the optical waveguide and transmitted to the processor to analyze the reflected light

to determine the optical characteristics of the tissue. This can be achieved using a

spectroscope, as indicated in step 406 of FIG. 4, which can be used to produce spectral

lines from the reflected light and to measure its wavelengths and intensities. For

example, in order to determine an acceptable location into which an implant can be

implanted into the target bone, the information from the spectroscope can be analyzed

by the processor to determine if this location is acceptable or if implantation of the

implant would present a problem, such as implantation into the wrong type of bone, or if

a bone breach would occur, as indicated in step 408 of FIG. 4. For example, FIG. 6

illustrates the bone penetrating device 312 as shown in FIG. 3A penetrating bone. As

seen, the bone penetrating device 312 is adjacent to a wall 602 of a pedicle in a

vertebrae. The processor 22 can achieve this analysis using a variety of techniques

generally known in the art. In one exemplary embodiment, the processor 22 can include

one or more databases containing information about the characteristics, such as the

spectral characteristics, of different types of tissue. This information stored in the

databases can be compared to the spectral information from the light reflected back from

the tissue to determine the optical characteristics of the target bone. For example, FIG. 7

illustrates a cross-section of a vertebra V indicating the various types of bone contained

therein. The various types of bone can be illuminated with the optical fibers to

differentiate between them to determine the appropriate location to implant a bone

implant. The line L indicates a trajectory of a bone penetrating device as it navigates the

vertebra V. As the bone penetrating device moves from point A to D, the bone

navigation system determines that the bone located at points A and D are cortical bone

shell, and the bone located at points B and C are trabecular bone core. In one

embodiment, an appropriate location for implantation of a bone implant would be

located at point D without breaching the cortical shell.

One condition that is detectable by spectroscopic analysis of local tissues is the

presence of a vascular sinus E. As there is no trabecular bone in vascular sinus E,

placement of a threaded screw or cantilevered post would result in a mechanically

comprised situation. Similarly, this location would be inappropriate for an injectable

implant, such as vertebroplasty cement, since there is the potential to create a vascular

embolism.



As noted above, in one exemplary embodiment, information stored in the

databases can include the spectral characteristics of various types of bone and tissue,

including cortical bone, bone marrow, trabecular bone, soft tissue, neural tissue, and

non-bone tissue. The optical characteristics of cortical bone are that cortical bone is

very light scattering due to calcium crystals contained therein. Cortical bone has a high

collagen content and very little vasculature. These features indicate a definite transition

from bone to other types of tissue. The spectral characteristics of marrow are that

marrow is very light scattering and highly light absorbent. The spectral characteristics

of soft tissue are that soft tissue transmits significantly more light than bone or marrow.

These differences in the different types of bone and tissue allow a comparison between

the information stored in the databases and the reflected light collected by the optical

waveguides to be used to determine the optical characteristics of the area surrounding

the window formed in the bone penetrating device. FIG. 5 illustrates a graph of the

spectral characteristics of bone, marrow, and soft tissue as represented by the relative

intensity for various wavelengths of light, I, where I = λi/λ0, and λ is the wavelength of

the measured tissue or bone intensity and λ0 is the wavelength of the measured optical

input. Line 502 represented the reference line of 0 0. Line 504 represents the I of

bone, as bone absorbs very little light. Line 506 represents the I of soft tissue, as soft

tissues transmits light, and line 508 represents the I of marrow, as marrow is highly

absorbent of light.

The processor can then perform a comparison between the spectral information

regarding the reflected light from the target tissue and the information stored in the one

or more databases to determine the type of tissue surrounding the device, and optionally

whether or not this type of bone is an acceptable location for which to implant a

component into the bone. If this location is not acceptable for an implant, the bone

navigation device can warn the user, such as with the signaling mechanism discussed

above and as indicated in step 410 of FIG. 4. If a bone breach or other problem will not

occur, no warning is issued, as indicated in step 412. A person skilled in the art will

appreciate that a signal could be issued instead to indicate an acceptable location while

no warning is given if a breach is possible. Moreover, a different signal could be given

for both situations to indicate to the user the status of the target bone. This process is

repeated as the bone penetrating device is navigated, e.g., repositioned radially and/or



longitudinally, within the target bone.

In an exemplary embodiment, bone autofluorescence is used to detect location

and quality of bone for the placement of a bone penetrating device. Hydroxy-apatite

calcium crystals within ossified tissues transform light at 488 nm into light at greater

than 515 nm wavelength. Theoretically, a higher calcium crystal concentration would

result in more autofluorescence. Theoretically, absence of autofluorescence indicates

illumination of non-ossified tissues (as indicated by the absence of calcium crystals that

create the autofluorescent condition). In this particular application, monochromatic light

with a wavelength of 488 nm can be sent along the optical waveguide to illuminate the

surrounding tissue. The tissue can reflect back light at a wavelength of greater than 515

nm, along with backscattered light at 488 nm. In such an application of the invention

being disclosed, the light source could be reduced to a single LED (488 nm) and a

simple high-pass filtered light receiving system (passing light at wavelengths greater

than 515 nm). This information can be used by the spectroscope and the processor to

determine the type of the tissue which was illuminated. Based on data stored in the

processor, the bone navigation device will either warn the user that the current location

being analyzed is not the type of bone into which an implant can be implanted, i.e.,

when there is none or little light reflected back that is greater than 515 nm, or will

present no warning, i.e., when there is light reflected back with a wavelength of greater

than 515 nm. Thus, a user knows that the current location being analyzed is an

appropriate location to implant a component into bone. For example, the bone can be

analyzed to determine an appropriate location for implanting a bone screw. After the

optical characteristics of the surrounding tissue are identified, the appropriate location

can be determined, and a bone screw can be implanted into bone using a driver to drive

it through the bone.

There are also potential diagnostic uses for the present invention in addition to

the navigation of bone as described above. For example, the presence or absence of an

expected optical/spectral tissue feature can have various diagnostic uses, such as the

presence of autofluorescence but absence of oxygenated hemoglobin (measure by light

absorption at 550 nm) can indicate ischemic bone (or at least hypoperfused bone).

Similarly, the presence of light absorption at 930 nm (NIR range) indicates the presence

of lipids (fat). In bone marrow, conversion of red marrow to "yellow marrow" is



achieved by replacement of hematopoetic marrow with adipose tissues and this

condition precedes several bone disease conditions. In addition, optical signal

enhancement can be achieved with the addition of dyes and/or tissue clearing agents to

assist light penetration, decrease light scatter, enhance light absorption, create a

photochemical reaction, or induce a photobiological effect. The signal can also be

modified by the displacement of soft tissues within the bone (such as clearing of the

marrow and replacement by another material like bone cement, PMMA, bone wax,

saline, etc.). Such a technique can allow a "whole tissue signal" to be gathered. Then

some tissue components could be removed via lavage to allow a "cleared tissue signal"

to be gathered and compared to the "whole tissue signal" for additional analysis.

Similarly, transient photonic events could be employed such as fluorescence recovery

after photob leaching (FRAP) that describe recovery of a molecule or feature or tissue

component after a "bleaching" procedure where the molecule, feature, or tissue

component was removed. Additionally, the photonic spectroscopic signal could be

combined with various physical and chemical signals to enhance the spectroscopic

algorithm. Temperature, chemical concentrations, enzyme reaction rates, etc. could

provide the signals required for additional analysis. Fabry-Perot grated fiber optics with

interferometers and grated chemical sensitive coatings would enable such an

embodiment. Chemical reactions that occur within the fiber coatings create a color shift

in the grated coating that is measured by the light passing through the fiber. The color

shift in the light corresponds to either a local chemical reaction rate, enzyme

concentration, or chemical concentration. For example, such a device is commercially

available by Ocean Optics Incorporated (Dunedin, FL).

A person skilled in the art will appreciate that the various methods and devices

disclosed herein can be formed from a variety of materials. Moreover, particular

components can be implantable and in such embodiments the components can be formed

from various biocompatible materials known in the art. Exemplary biocompatible

materials include, by way of non-limiting example, composite plastic materials,

biocompatible metals and alloys such as stainless steel, titanium, titanium alloys and

cobalt-chromium alloys, and any other material that is biologically compatible and non¬

toxic to the human body.



One skilled in the art will appreciate further features and advantages based on the

above-described embodiments. Accordingly, the disclosure is not to be limited by what

has been particularly shown and described, except as indicated by the appended claims.

All publications and references cited herein are expressly incorporated herein by

reference in their entirety.

What is claimed is:



CLAIMS:

1. A bone navigation device, comprising:

a bone penetrating device adapted to penetrate bone and having at least one

optical waveguide extending therethrough and configured to emit light in the visible to

near infrared range to illuminate bone and receive reflected light from the bone to

determine the optical characteristics of the bone; and

at least one window formed in the bone penetrating device adapted to allow light

from the at least one optical waveguide to illuminate the bone.

2. The device of claim 1, wherein the one or more optical waveguides comprises

first and second optical waveguides, the first optical waveguide being configured to

illuminate bone and the second optical waveguide being configured to receive light

reflected from the illuminated bone.

3. The device of claim 1, wherein the optical waveguide comprises an optical fiber.

4. The device of claim 2, further comprising a processor coupled to the one or more

optical waveguides and configured to collect data from the second optical waveguide for

determining the optical characteristics of bone from which the light is transmitted or

reflected.

5. The device of claim 1, further comprising a signaling mechanism disposed on the

bone penetrating device configured to provide distinct signals based on the determined

optical characteristics of the bone.

6. The device of claim 1, wherein the bone penetrating device is a bone implant.

7. The device of claim 6, wherein the bone implant is a bone screw.



8. A method of navigating bone, comprising:

driving a bone penetrating device into bone;

illuminating tissue surrounding the bone penetrating device with light from at

least one optical waveguide extending through the bone penetrating device;

detecting light reflected back from the tissue to determine the optical

characteristics of the tissue; and

navigating through the bone based on the optical characteristics of the tissue.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein the light has a known wavelength.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein determining the optical characteristics of the

tissue includes comparing a wavelength of light reflected back from the tissue with

known values indicating tissue composition.

11. The method of claim 8, furthering comprising implanting an implant into the

bone based on the determined optical characteristics of the tissue.

12. The method of claim 8, wherein determining the composition of the tissue

includes determining whether the tissue is cortical bone, bone marrow, trabecular bone,

soft tissue, neural tissue, or non-bone tissue.

13. The method of claim 8, further comprising repositioning the bone penetrating

device axially to determine the composition of tissue at a plurality of depths.

14. The method of claim 8, further comprising repositioning the bone penetrating

device radially to determine the composition of tissue at a plurality of locations axially

surrounding the bone penetrating device.

15. The method of claim 11, wherein a signal is generated indicating a portion of the

tissue into which the component can be implanted.



16. The method of claim 15, wherein the bone penetrating device includes an LED,

and the signal involves illuminating the LED.

17. The method of claim 11, wherein a warning signal indicates a portion of the bone

into which the component cannot be implanted.
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